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This Study Guide is an introduction to the Cisco Certified Security Professional (CCSP) certification
track. It will help improve your Cisco security skills so that you can have more
opportunities for a better job or job security. Security experience has been the buzzword and
it will continue to be because networks need security.

Cisco has been pushing further into the security market, and having a Cisco security certification
will greatly expand your opportunities. Let this Study Guide be not only your resource for the
Securing Cisco IOS Networks, Cisco Secure PIX Firewall Advanced, Cisco Security Intrusion
Detection Systems, Cisco Secure VPN, and Cisco SAFE Implementation exams but also an aid
when you’re gaining hands-on experience in the field.

Not only will this Study Guide help with your pursuit of you CCSP, but it will improve your
understanding of everything related to security internetworking, which is relevant to much
more than Cisco products. You’ll have a solid knowledge of network security and how different
technologies work together to form a secure network. Even if you don’t plan on becoming a
security professional, the concepts covered in this Study Guide are beneficial to every networking
professional. Employees with a Cisco security certification are in high demand, even at companies
with only a few Cisco devices. Since you have decided to become Cisco security–certified,
this Study Guide will put you way ahead on the path to that goal.

The CCSP reach is beyond the popular certifications such as the CCNA/CCDA and CCNP/
CCDP to provide you with a greater understanding of today’s secure network, with insight into
the Cisco secure world of internetworking.
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Microsoft ASP.NET Web Matrix Starter KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Have you ever gone to a great Web site and said to yourself, “I sure wish I  could do that?” This hands-on book shows you exactly how. It’s a task-oriented,  no-frills introduction, specifically for programming novices, to the cool world  of programming the Web by using the power of Microsoft ASP.NET Web Matrix—an...
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Essential Silverlight 2 Up-to-DateO'Reilly, 2008
Now you can design rich Internet applications (RIAs) for the Web using Silverlight 2, the latest version of Microsoft's hot new runtime application -- without waiting for the official release. That's right. With Essential Silverlight 2 Up-to-Date, you not only get a concise, easy-to-understand introduction to Silverlight 2, but thorough coverage of...
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Interactive Video: Algorithms and Technologies (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2006
My purpose in writing Interactive Video: Algorithms and Technologies is to respond to an increased demand for a complete scientific guide that covers concepts, benefits, algorithms and interfaces of the emerging interactive digital video technology. This technology promises an end of the days of dull videos, linear playback, manual video search,...
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Africa's Turn? (Boston Review Books)MIT Press, 2009
In the West, Africa’s image seems forever torn between two false extremes: Politically Correct Positive and Stereotypically Negative. Those who promote the first want to persuade us that poverty and bad government are not as bad as they seem in Africa, so a little bit of outside aid and advice can cause rapid change for the better. Those who...
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Inborn Metabolic Diseases: Diagnosis and TreatmentSpringer, 2006

	This classical textbook has become indispensable for those in the front line dealing with metabolic disorders. The book is aimed at all those involved with this specialty including pediatricians, biochemists, dieticians, neurologists, internists, geneticists, psychologists, nurses, and social workers. This 4th edition has been thoroughly...
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Professional Windows Phone 7 Application Development: Building Applications and Games Using Visual Studio, Silverlight, and XNAWrox Press, 2010

	A one-of-a-kind book on Windows Phone 7 development


	While numerous books cover both Silverlight and XNA, there lacks a resource that covers the specifics of Windows Phone 7 development. This book fills that void and shares the specifics of building phone applications and games. You’ll learn how to get started with...
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